K-12

Inspire and Engage Students with Thousands of Videos from NBC News.

Join the Maine DOE pilot of NBC Learn!

Current Events

Language Arts

Economics

Math

K-5 Resources

Physics

U.S. History

Environmental Studies

Global Studies

FCC to Target Net Neutrality Rules

Science of NFL Football: Pythagorean Theorem

Alexander Hamilton, Shaping the New Nation

Junot Diaz on His Newest Novel and Being Dominican

Animals & Their Environment

Sustainability: The Water Cycle

The United States Currency System

Science of NHL Hockey: Work, Energy & Power

The Fall of the Berlin Wall

NBC Learn’s online video library gives students access to
more than 90 years of inspiring stories and world events as
documented by NBC News.
SHORT, RELEVANT, AND INSPIRING

PRIMARY SOURCES

Engage students with short 2-to-5 minute videos that can be

Historic moments, speeches, and events as recorded by NBC

effortlessly incorporated into lessons and online assignments.

News cameras bring history to life for students.

MADE FOR TEACHING & LEARNING

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL DEVICES

Watch award-winning original video series like “Science of

NBC Learn resources can be viewed on any device and

NFL Football” and “Finishing the Dream: Learning from

downloaded for offline use.

the Civil Rights Era.”

UPDATED DAILY

CUSTOMIZED IMPLEMENTATION

Videos are added every weekday to a library of over 22,000

Design the implementation that's right for you. We have many

resources filled with the latest current events and

solutions like individual accounts, IP and domain referral

investigative stories from around the world.

authentication, single sign on, and LMS setup.

ACCURATE AND TRUSTWORTHY

LMS INTEGRATIONS

Each resource is carefully selected to meet the highest NBC

Seamless LMS integrations allow teachers to embed videos

News Standards and Practices.

into course content for students.

K-12

Inspire and Engage Students with Thousands of Videos from NBC News.

Engage, Explain, Apply
Increase Engagement:

Explain Key Concepts:

Applied Learning:

Emmy-award winning made-for-education

Our original Social Studies and STEM

Give students the opportunity to apply

series like “Science of NFL Football” and

videos function as mini-documentaries to

their knowledge using archived news

“Chemistry Now” highlight the scientific

explain key concepts. They can recap an

stories as case studies. Our current

and mathematical principles that underlie

important moment from history or provide

events collection is also updated daily

everyday events, while our library’s archival

context for a scientific phenomenon in 6

so that students can learn about new

interviews and current events coverage

minutes or less.

technology, medical studies, court cases,

show the impact of major world events on

and other news that connects academic

ordinary people.

concepts to real life events.

Media Player

•

Print: Includes metadata and transcript

•

Save: Add to your playlist

•

Notes: Write personal notes for later reference

•

Clip Video: Clip the video to your liking

•

Share: Embed into a Learning Management System or email, share,
and link to social media

•

Description: Brief description to give context on the story

•

General Information: Including the resource source, creator,

•

Download: Save to our HTML 5-powered Offline App

•

Standards: Check which standards align to the video

publish date, etc.
•

Citation Generator: Bibliographic information

•

Transcript of the video

•

Keywords: View related keywords that are hyperlinked to
facilitate cross-content searches

•

Playlists: View your saved playlists

NOTES: Curriculum Alignments
Ongoing Support & Customized
NBC Learn's curriculum team will work as an ongoing partner with Maine's curriculum leaders,
library media specialists, and teachers to ensure a smooth implementation of the resource for all
users. This includes ongoing professional development, unlimited virtual trainings, and
curriculum alignment services to tailor the resources to your district, school and classroom needs.

Please register here to join the Maine DOE pilot of NBC Learn!

